MGMT expression predicts response to temozolomide in pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors
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Abstract

Temozolomide (TEM) showed encouraging results in well-differentiated pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (WDPNETs). Low $O^6$-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) expression and MGMT promoter methylation within tumors correlate with a better outcome under TEM-based chemotherapy in glioblastoma. We aimed to assess whether MGMT expression and MGMT promoter methylation could help predict the efficacy of TEM-based chemotherapy in patients with WDPNET. Consecutive patients with progressive WDPNET and/or liver involvement over 50% who received TEM between 2006 and 2012 were retrospectively studied. Tumor response was assessed according to Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) 1.1 guidelines. Nuclear expression of MGMT was assessed by immunochemistry (H-score, 0–300) and MGMT promoter methylation by pyrosequencing. Forty-three patients (21 men, 58 years (27–84)) with grade 1 WDPNET ($n = 6$) or 2 ($n = 36$) were analyzed. Objective response, stable disease, and progression rates were seen in 17 patients (39.5%), 18 patients (41.9%), and 8 patients (18.6%), respectively. Low MGMT expression ($\leq 50$) was associated with radiological objective response ($P = 0.04$) and better progression-free survival (PFS) (HR = 0.35 (0.15–0.81), $P = 0.01$). Disease control rate at 18 months of treatment remained satisfying with an MGMT score up to 100 (74%) but dropped with a higher expression. High MGMT promoter methylation was associated with a low MGMT expression and longer PFS (HR = 0.37 (0.29–1.08), $P = 0.05$). Low MGMT score ($\leq 50$) appears to predict an objective tumor response, whereas an intermediate MGMT score (50–100) seems to be associated with prolonged stable disease.
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Introduction

Evidences suggesting the efficacy of temozolomide (TEM), a DNA-alkylating agent, in advanced pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (PNETs) are accumulating (Kulke et al. 2006, Ekeblad et al. 2007, Strosberg et al. 2011, Chan et al. 2012, Olsen et al. 2012, Fine et al. 2013). With the availability of other systemic treatments such as targeted therapies, the need for companion biomarkers is greater than ever. There is a strong biological rational to assess the O6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) function before TEM-based treatment (Zhang et al. 2011). This suicide enzyme removes alkyl group from the O6 position on guanine bases, one of the main sites of TEM-induced DNA damage. Without MGMT, altered guanine mispairs with thymine instead of cytosine during DNA replication and is not properly repaired by the DNA mismatch repair (MMR) system. Futile repair cycles cause DNA replication fork collapse, cell cycle arrest, and ultimately apoptosis (Zhang et al. 2011). Therefore, TEM-induced antitumor activity is believed to rely on both low MGMT level and a functional MMR system. Glioblastomas were the first tumors investigated, but now data are confirming the value of this enzyme to predict the efficacy of TEM in other tumor types (Hegi et al. 2005, Schraml et al. 2012). There is no consensus on how to best assess MGMT. Methylation of MGMT promoter was associated with a prolonged overall survival in patients with glioblastoma receiving TEM (Hegi et al. 2005). Among the available techniques to assess MGMT promoter methylation, pyrosequencing appears to be the most robust (Karayan-Tapon et al. 2010, Quillien et al. 2012). Similar findings regarding the predictive value of MGMT promoter methylation were suggested in PNETs (Schmitt et al. 2014, Walter et al. 2015). In addition, methylation of the MGMT promoter appears to have a prognostic value in neuroendocrine tumor (NET) independently of TEM treatment. MGMT promoter methylation is associated with a wide methylation of the genome, which introduces a potential bias in the assessment of the predictive value of this biomarker (Schmitt et al. 2014, Walter et al. 2015).

Assessment of MGMT expression by immunohistochemistry, a cost-effective method, has also been proposed, but it did not seem to correlate well with promoter methylation (Uno et al. 2011). Since then, various methylation-independent mechanisms of MGMT expression have been described, explaining this discrepancy (Lavon et al. 2007, Kitange et al. 2012, Kohsaka et al. 2012, Kreth et al. 2013). Finally, it was suggested that MGMT expression assessed by immunohistochemistry could be a good predictor of response to TEM-based treatment in patients with PNET, but the cohorts reported until yet were small and heterogeneous (Ekeblad et al. 2007, Kulke et al. 2009, Schmitt et al. 2014, Walter et al. 2015).

In this study, we aimed to evaluate retrospectively the predictive value on treatment efficacy (i.e., radiological response rate, progression-free survival (PFS)) of MGMT in a large and homogeneous cohort of patients with well-characterized PNETs treated by TEM in a single tertiary center. MGMT expression was assessed by immunohistochemistry on FFPE samples and MGMT promoter methylation by pyrosequencing.

Patients and methods

Patients and treatment

The study was approved by the ethical review board of our institution (IRB 00006477-15.014). All consecutive patients with histologically proven, locally advanced or metastatic WD/PNETs treated with TEM, alone or in combination with capecitabine, in Beaujon University Hospital between February 2005 and June 2012 were selected. Clinical and pathological characteristics of the patients and their tumors were collected from the surgical, clinical, and pathological files. Tumors were classified according to the 2010 WHO classification and the ENETS grading system (Rindi et al. 2006). TEM-based regimens were proposed regardless of previous therapeutic line in case of progression of metastases according to Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) guidelines on two consecutive imaging procedures performed at 6-month intervals and/or when liver burden was >50% (Skinazi et al. 1996, Durante et al. 2009, Pavel et al. 2012). Patients received TEM alone or in combination with capecitabine. TEM was administrated orally for five consecutive days every 28 days at 150 mg/m² once daily (days 1–5) for the first cycle and 200 mg/m² in the subsequent cycles if no major hematological toxicity occurred. In the combination, capecitabine was administrated orally every 28 days at 750 mg/m² twice daily (days 1–14) and TEM as described above (days 10–14).

Radiological evaluation

Tumor response rate was assessed by CT scan at 3-month intervals according to RECIST 1.1 guidelines (Eisenhauer et al. 2000) and the ENETS grading system (Rindi et al. 2006). Histological and radiological progression were defined if disease progressed on radiological or histological grounds during therapy. Local progression was defined as progression of the primary tumor and/or of metastatic lymph nodes. Local progression was defined as the development of new radiological lesions or local downgrading of the disease on histological grounds. Local response was defined as local downstaging of the primary tumor. Local response was defined as the development of new radiological lesions or local downgrading of the disease on histological grounds. Local response was defined as the development of new radiological lesions or local downgrading of the disease on histological grounds.
The best response was considered among all response assessments. Evaluation procedures were performed ahead of schedule if patient general condition deteriorated or severe toxicity occurred. PFS was calculated from the first day of the first cycle of chemotherapy cycle until clinical and/or radiological progression.

**MGMT immunohistochemical evaluation**

Paraffin-embedded sections of 4μm were used for immunohistochemistry. MGMT expression was assessed on 24 samples from the primary pancreatic tumor and 19 samples from liver metastasis (biopsy or surgical specimens). For surgical specimens, one representative block of the tumor was selected. Samples were only selected if they were collected before TEM initiation. For antigen retrieval, sections were subjected to pretreatment in EDTA buffer pH 9 at high temperature. Immunohistochemistry was done using a Bond MAX autostainer (Leica). Sections were incubated with a mouse monoclonal MGMT antibody (clone MT3.1 (Thermo Scientific), diluted at 1/25, and incubated for 20 min. The reaction product was revealed with the DAB chromogen for 10 min. Tumors without an internal control (endothelial cell for instance) were not evaluated. MGMT expression was assessed on whole slide using a score based on nuclear staining intensity (0–3) multiplied by the percentage of stained cells (0–100%). The score ranged from 0 to 300. Examples of different MGMT scores are represented in Fig. 1. The slides were independently reviewed by two pathologists (J C and A C), blinded to the clinical outcome. The agreement was assessed by computing the chance-corrected Cohen’s κ score using three MGMT categories (≤50, >50 to ≤100, >100) (Cohen 1968).

**DNA extraction, MGMT promoter methylation and MSI status determination**

DNA was isolated from FFPE samples. Microdissection was performed if the percentage of tumor cells was below 80%. DNA was extracted using the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen). Bisulfite conversion was achieved with the EpiTech Bisulfite Kit (Qiagen). Pyrosequencing was performed with the PyroMark Q24 MGMT kit (Qiagen) on a PyroMark Q24 system (Qiagen). Templates for pyrosequencing were obtained by amplifying bisulfite-treated DNA with primers that are biotinylated for template strands. The biotinylated PCR products were then immobilized on streptavidin-coated Sepharose beads (GE Healthcare), and the single-stranded DNA templates were analyzed in the pyrosequencing instrument. For each CpG island tested, a mean result was calculated. For data analysis, the average percentage of the four CpGs was determined as well as the results of each tested CpG. According to the literature, a threshold of 7% (mean of the four CpGs) was used to classify the patients in ‘low’ and ‘high’ promoter methylation groups (Quillien et al. 2012).

**Molecular analysis of microsatellite instability**

According to revised Bethesda guidelines, MSI analysis was performed with five consensus panel markers (BAT25, BAT26, NR21, NR22, NR24) (Wong et al. 2006). Techniques are routinely made with negative (normal colonic tissues) and positive (colon adenocarcinomas exhibiting the five positive markers cited above) controls. The GeneMapper software v4.0 allows the analysis of MSI marker migration. An MSI was considered to be present if at least three markers displayed instability (RER-positive and MSI-positive phenotype). When one or two markers were modified, the result was considered as MSI-negative phenotype.

**Statistical analysis**

General characteristics were expressed as median and range or percentages. Comparisons of variables were performed using the Kruskal–Wallis test for continuous data and the χ² test or Fisher’s exact test for categorical data. For survival analysis, the primary point used was the date of TEM initiation. PFS of the whole cohort was estimated by using the Kaplan–Meier method. Survival curves were compared with the log-rank test.
Several thresholds of the MGMT score were tested before defining the more relevant value to predict the objective response to TEM chemotherapy. Survival analyses were performed according to the select threshold and the MGMT promoter methylation status. Data were analyzed with the SAS 9.1 statistical software for Windows (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). All statistical tests were two sided. The critical level of statistical significance was set at $P<0.05$.

### Results

#### Patient characteristics and treatment response

Forty-three patients with WDPNETs treated with TEM ($n=28$) or TEM-CAP ($n=15$) were studied. Patient’s characteristics are summarized in Table 1. Thirty-six patients (83.7%) had a grade 2 WDPNET, and out of these, 12 had a tumor with a proliferation index (MIB-1/Ki-67) above 10%. One patient had a well-differentiated grade 3 tumor (Ki-67=40%). Five patients had a genetically proven MEN1 syndrome.

Thirty-two (74%) patients were progressive at TEM initiation and five were stable. Tumor control was obtained in 35 patients (81.4%) with 17 patients (39.5%) displaying an objective response. Among the 32 patients whose tumor was progressive at TEM initiation, tumor control could be obtained in 24 of them (75%) with 10 objective responses (31.2%) and 14 stabilizations (43.7%). The best radiological response according to the status at TEM initiation is presented in Supplementary Fig. 1, see section on supplementary data given at the end of this article. The median PFS was 20 months (range: 2–43).

#### Predictive value of MGMT immunohistochemical expression

WDPNETs were often deficient for MGMT, but the range of expression was large (median expression 5, range: 0–300). Thirty-three patients had an MGMT score <100 and seven had a score comprised between 100 and 200. The agreement between the MGMT scores assessed by two pathologists was excellent ($\kappa=0.85$, $P<10^{-4}$).

The median MGMT score was significantly lower in patients who had an objective response with TEM-based chemotherapy ($P=0.001$) (Table 2). MGMT scores in these patients were low with a narrow range (0–60). We, therefore, tested if a low threshold close to the higher limit in the objective response group, that is, MGMT score ≤50, could be predictive of objective response. The number of patients with an MGMT score ≤50 was significantly higher in the objective response group ($P=0.04$) (Table 2). We then tested if this threshold of 50 was associated with the PFS under TEM-based treatment. Patients with an MGMT score ≤50 did have a longer PFS (HR: 0.35 (0.15–0.81), $P=0.01$). We then assessed if an MGMT score ≤100 was...
still associated with a better PFS. Indeed, patient with an intermediate MGMT score (100) had a longer PFS (HR: 0.37 (0.16–0.88), P=0.02) (Fig. 2).

Previous published studies used a low cutoff of 0, 5, or 10% of MGMT-expressing cells to dichotomize tumors, and the intensity of staining was not taken into account (Ekeblad et al. 2007, Kulke et al. 2009, Schmitt et al. 2014, Walter et al. 2015). This would translate assuming the maximum intensity of 3 to a cutoff score of 0, 15 and 30. We, therefore, assess the predictive value of these cutoffs on PFS (Supplementary Fig. 2A, B, and C). With a very stringent cutoff of 0, the MGMT expression was not associated with PFS (HR: 0.72 (0.32–1.66), P=0.58). Raising the cutoff resulted in an association between MGMT expression and a shorter PFS (HR: 0.28 (0.11–0.69), P=0.006 for 15 and HR=0.25 (0.10–0.66), P=0.005 for 30).

In contrast to the use of a single cutoff point that might result in loss of information, the continuous MGMT expression scoring method reflects the wide range of expression seen in tumors. We, therefore, assessed how the proportion of patients with an objective response or a prolonged stabilization varies with increasing MGMT threshold. The MGMT score was known before treatment initiation for the last 10 patients selected in this study (i.e., they all had a low MGMT score). As this could introduce a bias in the study of the radiological response and tumor control according to MGMT expression (addition of selected patients with low MGMT), they were, therefore, excluded for the analyses presented below.

MGMT predictive value of radiological objective response We compared the number of objective response according to the MGMT score in the group of 33 patients with unknown MGMT score before TEM treatment (Fig. 3). The median MGMT score was lower in the objective response (OR) group (Fig. 3A). Thirteen out of the fourteen patients that presented an objective response had an MGMT score ≤50. The remaining patient had an MGMT score of 60. No patient with a score above 100 presented an objective response (Fig. 3B). Of note, when all the patients were included, the radiological objective response was still more frequent in the low MGMT group with a cutoff at either 50 (P=0.045) or 100 (P=0.014).

MGMT predictive value of prolonged stabilization The percentage of patients who did not progress 24 months after the treatment initiation decreased with the rise of
the MGMT score threshold from 50 to 100 but remained significantly higher in the groups of patients with a lower MGMT (Table 3). For instance, 65% of patients with an MGMT score below 50 had not progressed at 24 months, whereas none with an MGMT score above 50. This rate of no progression at 24 months slightly decreased with an MGMT score threshold set at 100 (53 vs 0% in patients with an MGMT score below or above 100, respectively). However, the rates of patients who did not progress after 18 months of treatment were fairly similar to patients with an MGMT score ≤50 or ≤100 (75 and 74%, respectively) (Table 3). Similar results were obtained with more stringent cutoffs (15, 30) (Supplementary Fig. 2D, E, and F). The rate of nonprogression according to time was not significantly different with a cutoff set at 0.

**Characteristics of nonresponders**

The median MGMT score was low in the objective response group (0 (0–60)) and higher in the group with only tumor stabilization (80 (0–300)). Unexpectedly, the median MGMT score in nonresponder patients was low (15 (0–250)). Six out of the eight progressive patients had an MGMT score below 50. To explore this discrepancy, we searched for factors that could explain TEM resistance despite a low MGMT status. The median Ki-67 was significantly higher in the nonresponder group (17.5% (1–40)) compared with the group achieving tumor control (8% (1–12) in patients with stable disease and 5.5% (2–20) in patients with an objective response; P=0.01). Six out of the eight nonresponder patients had a Ki-67 ≥10% and five out of eight a Ki-67 ≥15%. In the whole population, seven patients had a Ki-67 ≥15%. Among them, two had an objective response and five a tumor progression.

A functional MMR system is required for TEM-induced cell toxicity (Zhang et al. 2011). We, therefore, hypothesized that nonresponders (especially those with a low MGMT expression) may have a defective MMR system, resulting in a microsatellite instable status. We assessed the microsatellite status in seven out of the eight nonresponders. All had a microsatellite stable status.

**Predictive value of MGMT promoter methylation**

The methylation of four CpGs within the exon 1 reported to have a predictive value in TEM-treated glioblastoma was assessed by pyrosequencing (Quillien et al. 2012). MGMT promoter methylation could be assessed in 29 patients. For two patients, the extracted DNA was repeatedly of too poor quality to be used, and the rest of the samples were either FNA biopsies with tumor cells too diluted within inflammatory/normal cells or liver biopsies with too few tumor cells. MGMT promoter methylation tended to be higher in the group with low MGMT (≤100) (P=0.08), and a trend toward a higher methylation was observed in the group of patients that presented an objective response (P=0.1). With the promoter methylation cutoff used in glioblastoma studies (7%), patients with a
hypermethylated promoter had a longer PFS (HR=0.29 (0.08–1.08), P=0.05) (Fig. 4).

Discussion

In this study, we assessed retrospectively the predictive value of MGMT expression by immunohistochemistry and its promoter methylation by pyrosequencing in a cohort of well-differentiated PNETs treated by TEM-based chemotherapy. Both MGMT expression and MGMT promoter methylation influenced PFS. Although an objective response was obtained quasi-exclusively in tumors with a very low MGMT expression (score ≤50), prolonged stabilizations were seen in tumors with an intermediate level of expression (score between 50 and 100).

The prognostic and predictive values of MGMT are still controversial, mainly because different nonequivalent techniques were used to assess the MGMT status together with small and/or heterogeneous cohorts (Ekeblad et al. 2007, Kulke et al. 2009, Schmitt et al. 2014, Walter et al. 2015). The strengths of this study are the homogeneity of the population, especially the primary tumor location and type of chemotherapy regimen, and its size. In addition, most tumors were progressive at the introduction of TEM, which reflects well the true clinical practice. Fifteen out of forty-three patients were treated with capecitabine in addition to TEM. Although the number of patient was too low to assess a possible effect of capecitabine on the MGMT predictive value, no biological link has been described between them.

The quantification of a biomarker expression by immunochemistry may be difficult. It requires major efforts in standardization. Hence, significant differences can be observed using different antibodies and staining procedures/evaluation. We used the same MGMT clone (MT3.1) as in the two largest studies, and all staining procedures were performed on a calibrated diagnostic automat, thus reducing some of the staining variability (Kulke et al. 2009, Schmitt et al. 2014). The reproducibility of the scoring between the pathologists that graded the slides was excellent (κ=0.85). MGMT expression can be heterogeneous within a tumor (intensity of the number of expressing cells); thus, it appears to be best evaluated on whole slides rather than tissue microarrays. All previous studies used a low cutoff of 0, 5, or 10% of MGMT-expressing cells to dichotomize tumors, and the intensity of staining was not taken into account (Ekeblad et al. 2007, Kulke et al. 2009, Schmitt et al. 2014, Walter et al. 2015).

We favored a composite and continuous score to better assess both tumor heterogeneity and the relationship between MGMT expression and clinical response in patients who received TEM-based chemotherapy. Using this approach, we were able to define different thresholds of MGMT scores adapted to the clinical goal. Overall, an objective response can reasonably be achieved only in very low-expressing tumor (MGMT score ≤50) (Table 3). This is in accordance with most reports, but our score appears more flexible than those with a single cutoff point. Patients’ selection should, therefore, be strict in neoadjuvant setting, because maximal volume reduction of a large tumor is the main objective of chemotherapy with the aim to propose surgical resection thereafter. This approach also allowed us to quantify the rate of nonprogressive patients at 6-month intervals after TEM initiation for several MGMT thresholds (Table 3). The percentage of patients whose disease was still controlled at 18months remained valuable when the MGMT threshold was set at 100, although it dropped frankly above. Although no objective response was obtained in patients with such an intermediate MGMT expression, prolonged tumor control was obtained in patients who would have been otherwise not eligible with a strict positive/negative grading scheme.

Although all patients that did respond had a low MGMT expression, some patients with an MGMT score of 0 did not respond to TEM. This explains why with a strict negative/positive cutoff, the MGMT expression is not associated with the PFS. If the threshold is slightly raised to 15 or 30, these discordant patients are outnumbered by the patients with a low MGMT score and a good response, and the MGMT expression is associated with the PFS. To provoke TEM-induced DNA damages and kill tumor cells requires a functional MMR system in addition to low MGMT expression (Friedman et al. 1998, Zhang et al. 2011). None of our low MGMT nonresponder patients had a microsatellite instability phenotype. The base excision repair (BER), another DNA repair system, could contribute to TEM resistance similarly to MGMT. We were not able to test this hypothesis, as there is no available routine test to assess BER functionality, especially in FFPE samples. This suggests that additional biomarkers are necessary to identify these low MGMT-resistant patients. The single particularity of some resistant patients was a high Ki-67 index (5/8, >15%). Welin and coworkers reported that TEM-CAP could induce partial response in highly proliferative poorly differentially carcinomas (Welin et al. 2011). This suggests that although TEM could be
efficent in proliferative G3 PNET, MGMT expression by
immunochemistry may not be predictive in this tumor type.
Our current series cannot firmly validate this hypothesis
due to the limited number of patients evaluated.

Reports about non-NETs suggested that the predictive
value of MGMT promoter methylation is superior to that
of its expression by immunochemistry (Karayan-Tapon
techniques have been compared with assess MGMT
promoter methylation and pyrosequencing on four CpGs
in exon 1 appears to be the most robust and predictive
manner in glioblastoma and PNET (Karayan-Tapon
2015). We, therefore, used this technique and also found
that increased promoter methylation was associated with
low MGMT protein expression, although it was not perfectly
co-related at the individual level. This discrepancy is not
entirely surprising, as numerous methylation-independent
mechanisms of MGMT expression exist, such as miRNA,
histone modifications, or NF-kB/STAT3-dependent
regulation (Lavon et al. 2007, Ramakrishnan et al. 2011,
Kreth et al. 2013). In addition, comparative CpG arrays and
transcriptomic arrays suggested that the CpGs tested in the
pyrosequencing assay are not the ones most associated with
MGMT mRNA expression (Bady et al. 2012). Yet although
increased promoter methylation was not significantly
associated with OR, it was significantly associated in
our study with a longer PFS under TEM treatment.

The predictive value of pyrosequencing and
immunochemistry cannot be properly compared in our
study, but several publications have suggested that MGMT
promoter methylation also has an intrinsic prognostic
value in glioblastoma and PNET (Karayan-Tapon
et al. 2015). This prognostic value probably does not lie
solely in the MGMT promoter methylation but is rather
a surrogate marker of a global CIMP-like phenotype
(Bady et al. 2012, Walter et al. 2015). In addition, MGMT
promoter methylation is difficult or impossible to assess
in FNA biopsies or liver biopsies if the tumor cell count
is too low or the tumor cells largely outnumbered
by nontumor cells. Although the immunohistochemistry
assessment in such conditions may imperfectly reflect
the tumor heterogeneity, it may still prove to be useful
to propose an alternative therapy to a patient with a very
high MGMT score.

In conclusion, low MGMT expression assessed by
immunochemistry in TEM-treated patients with PNETs
is associated with radiological objective response and
increased PFS. The evaluation of MGMT expression by
immunochemistry is cost effective and routinely feasible.
A continuous score may help select additional patients
with an intermediate expression that may still achieve a
prolonged stabilization under TEM.
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